
Your fi rst choice in digital cutting.

EnRoute Software is intuitive CAD/CAM software designed to provide an easy way to create and 
output fi les.  EnRoute combines a comfortable design interface and simplifi ed output process, 
resulting in a complete and powerful CAD/CAM solution at an excellent value!

Signmaking – Creative designs are at the heart of any sign business. EnRoute has a full set of 
artistic yet precise drawing tools that make it easy for you to combine contours, shapes, textures 
and text into interesting and attractive sign designs. EnRoute’s drawing tools are complimented by 
fast and accurate toolpathing capabilities.

3D Surfacing –  EnRoute software off ers a variety of tools for creating unique surface eff ects quickly and 
easily. Parametric texturing has revolutionized 3D design, enabling signmakers to produce amazing results.  
Rapid Texture uses the shape of the tool bit to creat a 3D surface eff ect that cuts amazingly fast on your CNC 
router. Create and apply a texture in just minutes! 

Enroute Pro 4 Zund Edition

CAD Drawing Tools – EnRoute’s drawing tools are straight-forward and easy to use. 
Creation tools such as the Jigsaw Tool and Vectorizing make it easy to turn ideas into 
reality. 

True Type Fonts - In EnRoute adding and editing text is easy. 
EnRoute lets you change the font size, type face, or kerning 
easily. Add text to lines, curves or shapes. Text remains as text 
and is not converted to an image so changes are simple to make.

3D Surfacing - With Parametric Texturing you are 5 clicks away from adding a vector-based 3D texture that you can 
resize on the fl y and toolpath.    Add this to a background and add profi ts to you business! 

Rapid Texturing –  Rapid Texture™ off ers you off ers the advantage that it can create a virtually limitless 
selection of surfaces while saving you hours of production time. By utilizing the shape of the tool, Rapid 
Texture™ creates textured surfaces without the use of bitmap images.

Smart Toolpathing – Need to resize once you have set a toolpath? Our Associative Toolpath 
allows you to do so without redesigning.  Easily save strategies and recall settings for the next 
time you cut. 

Nesting Suite – EnRoute off ers Automatic True Shape Nesting,  QuickFit Nesting and Multiples Nesting.  Utilize the Automatic Toolpathing 
(ATP) for production runs and watch our nesting/toolpathing and ordering algorithms work for you!  

Fast and Effi  cient Vectorizing – Convert bitmap images into vectors in seconds!  EnRoute’s point editing and other clean up tools will enable 
you to toolpath and prepare an output fi le in a matter of minutes.  

Output and Verifi cation – Simulating the fi nished part before output can be easily accomplished by utilizing our Simulate Ortho 3D Rendering feature.

Powerful, Fast and Eff ective. Bottom line, these tools will save you time and increase your profi ts.

Core Strengths of EnRoute for Sign Making & General Manufacturing





Your fi rst choice in digital cutting.

Enroute Pro 4 - Zund Edition                             $6,495
 Includes all the features listed
 
Enroute Pro 4 - Online Setup & Training $1,200
 2hrs online install & confi gure
 2hrs online initial introduction
 2x 2hrs online follow up training
 Basic training DVD
 Pro 3D surfacing training DVD

Fonts & vector clip art DVD                               no charge

Total package       $7,795

Included in the Enroute Pro 4 Zund Edition
Features

EnRoute 
Pro  4 
Zund

Drawing Tools (Shapes, Text, Off sets) x

Editing Tools (Weld, Fillet, Point Edit, Cleanup, Trim/Extend, JigSaw, Cut By Line) x

Design Tools (Snaps, Move, Scale, Rotate, Dimension, Measure, Layers, MultiCopy, Mirror, Align) x

Toolpathing 2D (Routing Off set, Island/Hatch Fill, Engrave, Drills, Slots, Open Contour Off set) x

Toolpathing Options (Inlay, Channel Tag, Bridges, Final Pass) x

Toolpathing 2.5D (3D Engrave, 3D Clean Pass for Routing Off set & Hatch/Island Fill, Pyramid Tool) x

Toolpathing 3D (Apply Toolpath to 3D Relief, Carve into Surface) x

Simulation of Toolpath (2D Simulation, Ortho View, Can Set Output Order from Any Simulation) x

Rapid Textrue x

Rapid Picture x

3D Rendered Simulation x

Output (Hundreds of Machine Drivers Included) x

Saved Templates (Toolpaths, Plate, Material Library, Tool Library) x

3D Relief Creation (Rounded, Beveled, Flat) x

3D Editing Tools (Revolve, Spin, Extrude, Sweep Two Rails, Chamfer, Apply Mesh, Apply Bitmap, 

Slices, Align, Combine Reliefs, Merge Reliefs)
x

3D Parametric Texturing x

3D Relief Editing Tools x

Nesting (True Shape Nesting, Dynamic Nesting, Copy-Nesting) x

Strategies x

20 Import Filters x

Training DVDs off er in-depth lessons on topics geared 
towards real-world situations and engaging video 
demonstration, allowing you to choose which 
lessons to learn, when you want to learn them.  
The Basic DVD covers the fundamentals of design, 
toolpath and output, while the Pro DVD shows you 
how to use the advanced 3D surfacing features.

Online Setup & Training - Eight hours of 
personalized training, scheduled at your 
convenience in 2 hour segments, ensures your 
EnRoute Software installation and start-up will 
go smoothly. An EnRoute application expert will 
answer your application questions via online 
teleconference and teach you the skills you 
need for your specifi c project or application.

Learning to Use EnRoute is EASY!

Learn more about EnRoute Software at www.EnRouteSoftware.com

Contact Zund American to purchase your copy of EnRoute Pro 4 Zund Edition

ph: 414-433-0700     fx: 414-433-0800     email: infous@zund.com


